
     
 

 

The Connecticut Recreation and Parks Association works to partner with entities that provide valuable resources 

for our members. CRPA’s goal is to offer programs and services that will not only improve the bottom line but will 

also increase profitability and operating efficiency. That’s why we are pleased to announce the recent partnership 

between the CRPA and NCSI | SSCI.  

 

The NCSI | SSCI national background check program has become the gold standard for Connecticut departments 

who are seeking a comprehensive and affordable background screening program for their volunteers and 

employees, and one that also goes beyond just a basic local or national database search.  

With the support of the CRPA, Connecticut parks and recreation departments can be confident in a complete, 

process that reflects your agencies due diligence.  

 

For the last decade, NCSI | SSCI has helped agencies nationwide define the specific components used for a 

comprehensive national criminal background check system that is consistently applicable in every state, for every 

agency, across the park, recreation, and conservation landscape.  

 

NCSI | SSCI services 55 United States Olympic national governing bodies (NGBs) as well as more than 3,000 

city and county recreation departments across the United States.   NCSI | SSCI’s client base has grown 

based on the belief that volunteer background checks should be held to the same standards and expectations as 

a full employment screening. NCSI | SSCI is a value-based company that works with integrity and purpose, and 

whose programs bring high levels of proven people, brand and asset protection. NCSI | SSCI offers innovative 

technology solutions and an unrelenting commitment to meet the needs of all clients.  

 

Compliance to regulations and Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) guidelines are essential in the background 

screening industry. NCSI | SSCI welcomes the scrutiny of regulation, compliance and ethical corporate standards 

expected of all "active" members of the National Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS). 

NCSI | SSCI is an NAPBS accredited company that validates clients' trust as a market leader and reinforces its 

promise to minimize liability. Less than two percent of background screening companies have earned this 

recognition and it is yet another reason NCSI | SSCI remains a leader in background screening solutions.  

 

CRPA encourages its members to take advantage of NCSI | SSCI’s experience and knowledge by affording NCSI 

| SSCI the opportunity to discuss your background check needs and responsibilities. To obtain information from 

NCSI | SSCI, please contact:  

 

NCSI | SSCI - Specialist, Recreation & Parks Sales 

Craig Picca at craig.picca@sportsengine.com or 518-245-6941 

 

 


